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The world exhibitions in Chicago 1893 and Paris 1889 (for which the Eiffel tower was build) were 
the greatest of their kind and examples for national self presentation. After them, industry and trade 
in Berlin dreamt of a world exhibition within the Reich capital but the government of Reich 
chancellor Caprivi and emperor Wilhelm II opposed to it. The Union of Berlin Traders and 
Industrialists only were able to organize a local exposition, the Berlin Exhibition of 1896. Around 
10 Million Reich Mark were invested into the fair, including the construction of the city train station 
Treptow Park. The fair park was made of nearly three hundred small and medium buildings. 3.780 
exhibitors were counted at the first day of the fair, but nearly no international representatives. The 
exhibition was opened from the first of May until the fifteenth of October daily until midnight. This 
was possible through the complete electrical illumination, installed by Siemens. Some highlights 
were a tobacco museum by Loeser and Wolff, a museum for traditional costumes, a Northpole and 
Alpes panorama, a scenery town Cairo, and the longest lense telescope of the world. The fair had 
around 7.5 million visitors, roughly 41.000 people every day. The Berlin Trade Exhibition failed to 
be a world exhibition but tried to present itself as a little word exhibition with specific inventions 
and new products on an international scale. The German philosopher Georg Simmel responded to 
the exhibition, which was taken to symbolize Berlin’s elevation from a city into a world metropolis 
in his short essay “The Berlin Trade Exhibition” (1896). According to Simmel the Berlin Trade 
Exhibition 1896 was not a world exhibition but a “world city” exhibition.  
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